Unrooted genealogical tree probabilities in the infinitely-many-sites model.
The infinitely-many-sites process is often used to model the sequence variability observed in samples of DNA sequences. Despite its popularity, the sampling theory of the process is rather poorly understood. We describe the tree structure underlying the model and show how this may be used to compute the probability of a sample of sequences. We show how to produce the unrooted genealogy from a set of sites in which the ancestral labeling is unknown and from this the corresponding rooted genealogies. We derive recursions for the probability of the configuration of sequences (equivalently, of trees) in both the rooted and unrooted cases. We give a computational method based on Monte Carlo recursion that provides approximates to sampling probabilities for samples of any size. Among several applications, this algorithm may be used to find maximum likelihood estimators of the substitution rate, both when the ancestral labeling of sites is known and when it is unknown.